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doc, make programming simple and fun. Example Language All languages in LogixPro use the
same look and feel. The first programming language implemented in LogixPro is Logic Builder.

Logic Builder is a graphical programming language that uses a ladder rung based editor to
program. Logic Builder programs are written in ladder rung form. All of Logic Builder's built-in

languages are ladder rung programs. Two other languages that use the same look and feel as Logic
Builder are: Core Logic Builder is a higher level language. It requires you to provide programs in

ladder rung form. GeoTools Core Logic Builder is an extension to Logic Builder that adds the
ability to graphically represent geographic locations. As of version 8, Logic Builder is the only

language in LogixPro. Simple Builders Many of the components in LogixPro are simply builders
for other builders. To start a Logic Builder project you need to specify the name and location of a
directory where the project will reside. The root directory will be used for the project name. The
project name can be whatever you want it to be. Once you create a project the program logic and
data can be created either in the context of the project or in the context of another project. To test

the logic or data of the project, you can execute the builder using the single 'go' command. The
builder application will ask you a series of questions about the project. The purpose of these

questions is to collect information about the project and the data or logic in the project. After the
builder completes execution of the project, a project.exe will be created. The project.exe contains
the logic and data for the project. The project.exe will also contain a project.log file that includes
a short description of the project. To see the project.exe you can double click on the project.exe

icon in the project directory. To view the project.log you need to run a viewer. A viewer is a
program that allows you to read the project.log file. A viewer is included with LogixPro and is
called iBuilder. Logic Builder Control Panel The LogixPro control panel is a convenient way to
access the build.exe, the project, project.log and viewer. From the control panel you can also

execute a build. You can add build targets
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